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AbstractApplication of Bayesian belief networks in systems that interact directly with hu-man users, such as decision support systems, requires e�ective user interfaces. Theprincipal task of such interfaces is bridging the gap between probabilistic modelsand human intuitive approaches to modeling uncertainty. We describe several meth-ods for automatic generation of qualitative verbal explanations in systems based onBayesian belief networks. We show simple techniques for explaining the structureof a belief network model and the interactions among its variables. We also presenta technique for generating qualitative explanations of reasoning.Keywords: Explanation, Bayesian belief networks, qualitative probabilistic net-works1 Introduction The purpose of computing is insight, not numbers.Richard Wesley HammingAs the increasing number of successful applications in such domains as diagnosis,planning, learning, vision, and natural language processing demonstrates, Bayesian beliefnetworks have secured their position as e�ective and practical representations of knowl-edge for reasoning under uncertainty. In many of these applications, systems are fairlyautonomous and their most important characteristic is the ultimate reasoning perfor-mance. Other applications, such as those in decision support systems, involve interactionwith human users. Because in such cases the system ful�lls merely an advisory role, the1



ultimate decision is made by the user. It is, therefore, crucial that users be able to un-derstand the underlying probabilistic model, its assumptions, and its recommendations.In addition to improving the overall acceptability of the system [22], e�ective user in-terfaces have a signi�cant impact on the ultimate quality of decisions [14]. The insightgained during the interaction is even more important than the actual recommendation.In addition, good user interfaces facilitate understanding of a model's assumptions andlimitations, allowing to discover its shortcomings and potential improvements.Even though probability theory satisfactorily models most types of uncertain reason-ing, it seems to be, as a large body of empirical evidence indicates, remote from thecognitive representation of uncertainty [12]. The magnitude of probabilistic inuence andsometimes even its direction are often counterintuitive. One possible way to avoid thisproblem is to forego probabilistic methods when building systems that interact with hu-man users and to try to imitate the reasoning of human experts. This underlies muchexpert systems work. Presumably, if the system's reasoning imitates a human expert'sreasoning, it should be relatively easy to produce explanations comprehensible to theuser. However, the literature demonstrating that probability theory is not a good modelof human reasoning also demonstrates that human reasoning under uncertainty is liableto systematic biases and inconsistencies. Indeed, this is part of the argument for usingnormatively based decision aids to help improve on unaided human intuition. The de-scriptive approach carries the danger that, along with imitating humans, we may imitatetheir cognitive biases. This poses a dilemma: must we choose between the soundnessand the intuitiveness of inference methods? Must we compromise the performance forunderstandability?The challenge to build e�ective interfaces to probability theory has been accepted byseveral researchers. One of the �rst approaches to explanation of probabilistic reasoningwas based on the concept of evidence weight (e.g., [10, 18, 20]), which is the logarithmof the likelihood ratio describing the inuence of the �nding on the variable of interest.Weights of evidence combine additively and provide a simple foundation for graphicalexplanations of numerical results. Other approaches concentrated on verbal (e.g., [8,16, 19]) or graphical (e.g., [3]) methods for explaining single-step Bayesian updating.Madigan et al. [15] proposed a collection of graphical methods for explaining inference ingraphical models. Of verbal explanations, two types addressed large models (as opposed tolocal interactions): scenario-based approach [4, 11] and belief propagation-based approach[11, 21].In this paper, we concentrate on qualitative verbal explanations. We distinguish twocomponents of explanations in the context of probabilistic systems: explanation of as-sumptions and explanation of reasoning. Explanation of assumptions focuses on com-municating the system's model of the domain. An important role of this component ofexplanation is addressing the di�erences between this model and the user's beliefs aboutthe domain. This is essential for both improving users' insight into the domain and �nd-ing possible errors in the model. Explanation of reasoning focuses on describing howconclusions are being extracted from the assumptions coded in the original model and theobserved evidence. The main purpose here is to explain probabilistic belief updating, i.e.,2



explaining the posterior probability that an outcome of a variable has assumed in light ofthe available evidence.The complexity of generation of verbal explanations cannot be underestimated. For anexplanation to be e�ective and create an e�cient human{computer collaboration that isthe basis for successful use, its form and content must carefully match users' competence,knowledge, and styles of reasoning. The language used in explanations needs to resemblethe language used by a human expert explaining his or her advice. The goal of thispaper is far more modest: it shows the technical foundations for automatic generation ofexplanations and provides a vehicle for building explanations that are normatively sound,yet comprehensible. These foundations can be extended to address all aspects of theinteraction and used for building complete user interfaces.The remainder of this paper consists of three parts. Section 2 covers three useful toolsthat will be used in generating qualitative verbal explanations: qualitative probabilisticnetworks, methods for focusing explanations on the most relevant parts of the graphicalmodel, and translation of numerical probabilities into verbal phrases. Section 3 discussesexplanation of assumptions, i.e., explanation of probabilistic models. Section 4 discussesexplanation of reasoning, i.e., explanations of probabilistic updating.2 The Basics2.1 Qualitative Probabilistic NetworksProbabilistic reasoning schemes are often criticized for the undue precision they requireto represent uncertain knowledge in the form of numerical probabilities. In fact, suchcriticism is unfounded as probabilistic reasoning does not need to be conducted with afull numerical speci�cation of the joint probability distribution over a model's variables.Useful conclusions can be drawn from mere constraints on the joint probability distribu-tions. Many forms of probabilistic reasoning, such as reasoning about structure, includingindependence, relevance, and conicting evidence, is often purely qualitative and basedonly on the structure of the directed probabilistic graph. Commonly used qualitativeabstraction of Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) are Qualitative Probabilistic Networks(QPNs) [24]. QPNs share the structure with BBNs, but instead of numerical probabilitydistributions, they represent the signs of interactions among variables in the model. Aproposition a has a positive inuence on a proposition b (denoted by S+(a; b)), if observ-ing a to be true makes b more probable. Two direct predecessors of c, a and b exhibita negative product synergy with respect to a value c0 of c (denoted by X�(fa; bg; c0)) ifgiven c0 observing a make b less likely. The practical implication of a negative productsynergy is that it forms a su�cient condition for a common pattern of reasoning knownas explaining away. Explaining away is when given an observed e�ect and increase inprobability of one cause, other causes of that e�ect become less likely. The qualitativeproperties are captured in formal de�nitions expressed in terms of sets of constraints onthe joint probability distribution [6, 24]. QPNs generalize in a straightforward mannerto multivalued and continuous variables. QPNs can replace or supplement quantitative3



belief networks where numerical probabilities are either not available or not necessary forthe questions of interest. An expert may express his or her uncertain knowledge of adomain directly in the form of a QPN. This requires signi�cantly less e�ort than a fullnumerical speci�cation of a BBN. Alternatively, if we already possess a numerical BBN,then it is a straightforward process to identify the qualitative relations inherent in it,based on the formal probabilistic de�nitions of the properties.Figure 1 shows an example of a QPN that captures the interaction of various variablesrelated to car engine oil. All variables in the example are binary. Worn piston rings can
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Figure 1: An example of a qualitative probabilistic networkcause excessive oil consumption, which, in turn, can result in observing blue exhaust andlow oil level. Low oil level can be also caused by an oil leak (e.g., through a loose boltor a cracked gasket). Oil leak and possible oil spills during adding or replacing oil cangive the engine block a greasy look. Low oil level is indicated by an oil gauge, but thisand the car radio will work correctly only if the battery power is on. All relations in thismodel are uncertain. Links in a QPN are labeled by signs of the qualitative inuences,while each pair of links coming into a node is described by the signs of the synergiesbetween them (not pictured). There is a negative product synergy between excessive oilconsumption and oil leak with respect to low oil level. Even though they can be assumed tobe probabilistically independent, once we know that the oil level is low, this independencevanishes. Upon obtaining additional evidence for oil leak (e.g., observing greasy engineblock), we �nd the likelihood of excessive oil consumption diminished | oil leak \explainsaway" excessive oil consumption.2.2 Relevance for ExplanationsIt is not unusual for probabilistic models to include hundreds or thousands of variables.Each of these variables may be relevant for some types of reasoning, but rarely will allof them participate in reasoning related to a single query. Focusing on the most relevantpart of the model is crucial in communicating its results: too many irrelevant facts will4



have a confounding e�ect on most users. It is important, therefore, to identify a subset ofthe model including only those elements of the domain model that are directly relevant toa particular problem. Druzdzel and Suermondt [7] recently summarized various methodsthat can be used for such reduction in probabilistic models. Each of these methods isfairly well understood theoretically and has been practically implemented. We providebelow only the avor of these methods, referring the interested readers to [7] for detailsand references to original sources.One possible way of reducing the size of the model is instantiating evidence variablesto their observed values. The observed evidence may be causally su�cient to imply thevalues of other, as yet unobserved nodes (e.g., if a patient is male, it implies that he is notpregnant). Similarly, observed evidence may imply other nodes that are causally necessaryfor that evidence to occur (e.g., observing that the radio works might in our simple modelimply battery power). Each instantiation reduces the number of uncertain variables and,hence, reduces the computational complexity of inference. Further, instantiations canlead to additional reductions, as they may screen o� other variables by making themindependent of the variables of interest.Parts of the model that are probabilistically independent from a node of interest tgiven the observed evidence are clearly not relevant to reasoning about t. These can beidenti�ed using a condition known as d-separation, binding probabilistic independenceto the structure of the graph. Reduction achieved by means of d-separation can besigni�cant. For example, observing excessive oil consumption makes each of the variablesin the example graph independent of worn piston rings. If this is the variable of interest,almost the whole graph can be reduced.A probabilistic graph is not always capable of representing independences explicitly[17]. The d-separation criterion assumes, for example, that an instantiated head-to-headnode makes its predecessors probabilistically dependent. This is not the case, for example,for a common type of interaction known as Noisy{OR gate, when the common e�ect hasbeen observed to be absent [6]. A careful study of the probability distribution matricesin a graph may reveal similar circumstances and further opportunities for reduction.Procedures for this examination follow in a straightforward manner from the probabilisticde�nition of independence.There is another class of variables that can be reduced when the focus of reasoning isexplanation. This class consists of those predecessor nodes that do not take an active partin propagation of belief from the evidence to the target, called nuisance nodes. A nuisancenode, given evidence e and variable of interest t, is a node that is computationally relatedto t given e but is not part of any active trail from e to t. If we are interested in therelevance of worn piston rings to low oil level, then oil leak and all its ancestors fall intothe category of nuisance nodes and can be reduced.The above methods do not alter the quantitative properties of the underlying graphand are, therefore, exact. In addition, for a collection of evidence nodes e and a node ofinterest t, there will usually be nodes in the BBN that are only marginally relevant forcomputing the posterior probability distribution of t. Identifying nodes that have non-zero but small impact on t and pruning them can lead to a further simpli�cation of the5



graph with only a slight impact on the precision of the conclusions.Relevance in probabilistic models has a natural interpretation and probability theorysupplies e�ective tools that aid in determining what is at any given point most crucial forthe inference. The common denominator of the above methods is that they are theoreti-cally sound and quite intuitive. They are exact or, as it is the case with the last method,they come with an apparatus for controlling the degree of approximation, preservingcorrectness of the reduced model.2.3 Verbal Expressions of UncertaintyWhen the time comes to explain the relations among uncertain events, the magnitudeof their associated probabilities must somehow be conveyed. One appealing approach torender numerical probabilities more digestible is to translate them into verbal phrases,often the preferred means of communication between people.There are several empirical studies1 that report the mapping between absolute numer-ical probabilities (both point probabilities and probability ranges) and verbal expressionsof uncertainty. In general, these studies have found a considerable within-subject consis-tency in the usage of the verbal phrases, although this is very sensitive to the contextin which the expressions are used. Between-subject consistency has been observed to bemuch lower, although the ordering of the expressions according to their intended or per-ceived numerical equivalents seems to persist across subjects and contexts (with exceptionof such ambiguous phrases as \possible" or \probable").In the implementation of the explanations that are the subject of this paper, weinclude translation tables between numerical ranges and verbal expressions of uncertainty.An example of such a table, a compilation of the least ambiguous expressions foundin the literature, is given in Figure 1. Other conversion tables between numerical andProbability Range Adjective Adverb0.0 impossible never0.0 | 0.1 very unlikely very rarely0.1 | 0.25 unlikely rarely0.25 | 0.4 fairly unlikely fairly rarely0.4 | 0.5 less likely than not less often than not0.5 as likely as not as often as not0.5 | 0.6 more likely than not more often than not0.6 | 0.75 fairly likely fairly often0.75 | 0.9 likely commonly0.9 | 1.0 very likely very commonly1.0 certain alwaysTable 1: Sample mapping from probability ranges to verbal expressions of uncertainty.verbal probabilities were derived from empirical studies. Each probability interval has two1See [23] or the monograph by Krause and Clark [13] for some pointers to the empirical literature onverbal expressions of uncertainty. 6



phrases associated with it: one in adjectival form and one in adverbial form. In additionto simple correspondence between verbal and numerical probabilities, we implementedtables for verbal expressions of relative likelihood (such as \more likely than" or \a greatdeal more likely than") proposed by Elsaesser and Henrion [9]. To address the variabilityof phrases to di�erent contexts, the data structure for each node in the belief networkincludes a pointer to a translation table that reects the best the context of the modelwith respect to the variable. Verbal expressions of uncertainty used in the subsequentexamples will all be obtained automatically from numerical values using the translationtables described in Table 1.Due to variations between people and contexts, there is some inevitable vaguenessinherent to most verbal expressions. Some users may �nd a verbal expression attractive,while others my �nd the same verbal expression disturbing. An e�ective interface to aquantitative system should include a variety of formats, including both numerical andverbal expressions, and should allow users to indicate their preferred mode of communi-cation. One option, used in the examples throughout this paper, is using both verbal andnumerical expressions of uncertainty.3 Explanation of the ModelA graphical belief network is in itself a clear representation of the structure of the model.Directed arcs depict dependences between the variables they connect. This informationcan be expressed verbally as follows:Low oil level depends directly on excessive oil consumption andoil leak.As far as the structure of the domain is concerned, the graphical form seems to be superiorto the verbal description, although the former may be supplemented by the latter in caseswhere the graphical model is very large. Also, verbal explanations of the structure ofthe network may aid model debugging: if a verbal description sounds counterintuitive, itmay mean that some part of the model contains a structural error. Such an error maysometimes be easier to catch when studying a verbal description of the model.Verbal explanations of the model structure may be valuable whenever the explanationinvolves both the dependences and their magnitude, as the latter is not reected in thedirected graph. We might explain the prior probability of the nodes in the network ofFigure 1 as follows:Cracked gasket is unlikely (p=0.15).Loose bolt is very unlikely (p=0.08).Simple inuences along with their magnitude can be explained as follows:Cracked gasket more likely than not (p=0.55) causes oil leak.Worn piston rings commonly (p=0.8) cause excessive oilconsumption.Comparisons between likelihood of various outcomes can be made using the verbal ex-7



pressions of relative likelihood [9], such as the following:Cracked gasket is more likely than loose bolt (0.15/0.08).Excessive oil consumption is a great deal more likely than oilleak (0.05/0.002).An explanation system should be able to distinguish between di�erent types of links inthe graph in order to be able to support, for example, cause-e�ect relations (worn pistonrings cause excessive oil consumption), supposed causes (smoking is believed to causelung cancer), risk factors (lack of exercise is a risk factor for heart disease), relations likeIS-A (cat is an animal), HAS-A (cat has a tail), etc. This information can be easilycollected and included in the data structure at the model-building stage. In the simpleimplementation described in this paper, we did not make this distinction, but ratherconcentrated on explaining causal relations. As earlier experiences with explanations(e.g., [2]) indicated, causal domain models are easier for the system to explain and fortheir users to comprehend.Observed evidence usually changes the structure of the model. By the properties ofconditional independence, parts of the model may become independent and other partsmay become conditionally dependent. And so, even though oil leak and oil spill are in-dependent a-priori, they become dependent after greasy engine block has been observed.Similarly, blue exhaust is probabilistically related to low oil level: observing blue exhaustmakes us alert about possible excessive oil consumption and, therefore, possible low oillevel. Once we know for sure that excessive oil consumption is true, however, observationof blue exhaust does not bring any new information to our expectation of low oil level. Al-though knowledge of independence and dependence of variables is very basic and believedto be cognitively robust, an explanation system should be prepared for restating them inthose cases where a user has doubts about the independence or dependence between twovariables. An explanation may clear the doubts or lead to the discovery of an error in themodel. Conditional dependence of oil leak and oil spill can be explained as follows:Oil leak and oil spill are possible causes of greasy engineblock. Given the observation of greasy engine block, they aredependent.Conditional independence of blue exhaust and low oil level can be explained as below:Excessive oil consumption causes blue exhaust. Excessive oilconsumption causes low oil level. Given excessive oilconsumption, blue exhaust and low oil level are independent.4 Explanation of ReasoningExplanation of reasoning consists of explaining how the system reached its conclusionsfrom the assumptions encoded in the model and from the observed evidence. In proba-bilistic systems, the main form of reasoning is Bayesian updating, i.e., changing the beliefin light of new evidence. This is the main focus of the explanations described in this8



section.In the explanations, we will focus on explaining the qualitative e�ect of observingthe state of a single evidence variable on the probability distribution for a single targetvariable. If there are more than one evidence variable, we can explain their impact on thetarget variable successively, adding each piece of evidence one at a time, concluding witha summary of the joint e�ect. Similarly, if we are interested in more than one target, wecan generate an explanation for the e�ect on each target individually.4.1 Qualitative Belief PropagationDruzdzel and Henrion [5] proposed an e�cient algorithm for reasoning in QPNs, calledqualitative belief propagation. The idea of the algorithm is based on studies of verbal pro-tocols of human subjects solving simple problems involving reasoning under uncertainty.Qualitative belief propagation traces the e�ect of an observation e on other graph vari-ables by propagating the sign of change from e through the entire graph. Every node t inthe graph is given a label that characterizes the sign of impact of e on t.Figure 2 gives an example of how the algorithm works in practice. Suppose that we
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Figure 2: Example of qualitative belief propagation.have previously observed low oil level and we want to know the e�ect of observing blueexhaust (i.e., clean exhaust to be false) on other variables in the model. We set the signs ofeach of the nodes to 0 and start by sending a negative sign to clean exhaust, which is ourevidence node. Clean exhaust determines that its parent, node excessive oil consumption,needs updating, as the sign product of (�) and the sign of the link (�) is (+) and isdi�erent from the current value at the node (0). After receiving this message, excessiveoil consumption sends a positive message to worn piston rings. Given that the node lowoil level has been observed, excessive oil consumption will also send a negative intercausalmessage to oil leak (the sign is determined by the positive sign of excessive oil consumptionand the negative sign of product synergy between excessive oil consumption and oil leak).No messages are passed to oil gauge, as it is d{separated from the rest of the graph by9



low oil level. Oil leak sends negative messages to loose bolt, cracked gasket, and greasyengine block. Oil spill is d{separated from oil leak and will not receive any messages. The�nal sign in each node (marked in Figure 2) expresses the sign of change in probabilitycaused by observing the evidence (in this case, blue exhaust). Once the propagation iscompleted, one can easily read o� the labeled graph exactly how the evidence propagatesthrough the model, including all intermediate nodes through which the evidence impactsa target variable.4.2 Basic Steps in Generation of ExplanationsGeneration of a qualitative belief propagation-based explanation of reasoning in a quanti-tative belief network involves three steps (see Figure 3). First, given a query that involvesOriginalNetwork QualitativeInfluenceGraph VerbalExplanation- -Figure 3: Three steps in generation of qualitative belief propagation-based explanations.a single evidence node e and a single target node t, we extract from the original beliefnetwork the qualitative inuence graph, which is a graph consisting of all trails betweene and t. This can be easily accomplished using the methods outlined in Section 2.2. Thealgorithm for qualitative sign propagation is then invoked to mark all nodes in the qual-itative inuence graph with the sign of belief change. In e�ect, each node in this graph,including t, will be labeled with the sign of impact of e on its probability. A qualitativeverbal explanation is generated as a list of elementary qualitative inferences along withthe summary conclusion.It is possible that the qualitative belief propagation algorithm will be unable to resolveall signs on the active trails from the evidence to the target. In such case, the explanationscheme can rely on a quantitative algorithm to determine these signs. An additionalbene�t of applying a quantitative algorithm is that it will produce the magnitude ofchange (i.e., the di�erence between the prior and the posterior probability of each node)in addition to its sign. This can be used to prune less relevant nodes and links beforeentering the text generation stage.4.3 Elementary Qualitative InferencesExplanations based on qualitative belief propagation mimic, in a sense, the qualitativebelief propagation algorithm outlined in Section 4.1. There are three types of elementaryexplanations corresponding to the three types of qualitative inference: predictive, diag-nostic, and intercausal inference. These three are presented schematically in Figure 4.10
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 4: Three elementary inferences in explanations based on qualitative belief propa-gation: (a) predictive, (b) diagnostic, and (c) intercausal.Predictive (or causal) inference (Figure 4-a) is in the direction of the arc in the beliefnetwork. The fact that increased belief in a causes an increased belief in b is expressedverbally as:Increased probability of a makes b more likelyor simplya can cause b.Diagnostic inference (Figure 4-b) is in the reverse direction. The fact that increased beliefin b results in an increased belief in a is expressed verbally as:Increased probability of b makes a more likelyor simplyb is evidence for a.Intercausal inference (Figure 4-c) gives the qualitative impact of evidence for one variablea on another variable b when both inuence a third variable c, about which we haveindependent evidence (for example, c has been observed). The fact that, given evidencefor c, increased belief in a results in an decreased belief in b (explaining away) is expressedverbally as:a and b can each cause c.a explains c and so is evidence against b.Selection of the appropriate phrases that describe the propagation in the most naturaland accurate way is heuristic in nature and involves careful experimentation to discoverwhat linguistic forms people �nd most natural and comprehensible. There are severalvariants of the qualitative belief propagation-based explanations possible, three of themost obvious are symmetric, causal, and evidential. Symmetric explanations avoid anymention of asymmetry between the variables and speak purely in terms of inuences, e.g.,\a makes b more likely." Causal explanations follow the causal directions of inuencesand use causal language, e.g., \a causes b." In cases where the direction of the arrowis evidential, the explanation takes a passive form, such as \a can be caused by b."Evidential explanations use purely evidential terms, e.g., \a is evidence for b." So far, themost naturally sounding explanations have been either symmetric explanations (this may11



be explained by the fact that by being neutral and symmetric, although not completelynatural, they never sound wrong) or combinations of the three types. This suggests thatthe optimal type of explanation might be data dependent and should perhaps be elicitatedat the model-building stage on a per-inuence basis.4.4 ExampleSuppose that low oil level has been observed and we are interested in the impact of seeinggreasy engine block on the likelihood of excessive oil consumption. The �rst step is toreduce the model to the qualitative inuence graph, shown in Figure 5. Subsequently,m m m m m
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+ + + +jJJ] JJ]� ��	 +�� + +Figure 5: Example explanation: Qualitative inuence graph.the qualitative belief propagation algorithm is invoked to mark the nodes in the graphwith the sign of observing greasy engine block (a positive sign applied to greasy engineblock). The signs are marked on the graph. Finally, the elementary qualitative inferencesmade in the algorithm are translated into verbal form, yielding the following explanationof impact of observing greasy engine block on the possibility of worn piston rings, giventhat low oil level has been observed earlier.Qualitative influence of greasy engine block on worn pistonrings: Greasy engine block is evidence for oil leak. Oil leakand excessive oil consumption can each cause low oil level. Oilleak explains low oil level and so is evidence against excessiveoil consumption. Decreased likelihood of excessive oilconsumption is evidence against worn piston rings. Therefore,greasy engine block is evidence against worn piston rings.4.5 Coping With Multiple ConnectionsIn case of multiply connected graphs, the explanation system is faced with the necessityto serialize the multiple paths of inuence from the evidence to the target variable. Thequestion of how this should be done is empirical in nature and needs to be extensively12



tested with human users. In the simple introspective solution that we applied, expla-nations are progressively generated for all nodes located between the evidence and thenode of interest. At each point, the node is selected that (1) has at least two incomingpaths, and (2) is at the closest distance to the evidence node in terms of the number oflinks on the shortest active trail from the evidence. The sign of this node is explained interms of the signs coming from the di�erent parallel trails from the previously explainednodes (that includes the evidence node). Explanation proceeds in stages, each of whichis concentrated on the nodes with multiple incoming or outgoing arcs.Suermondt [21] provides a thorough quantitative treatment of several issues that arecomplementary to the qualitative belief propagation-based explanations. He concentrateshis explanation on the concept of chains of reasoning, which are direct active paths in thegraph between the evidence node e and the node of interest t. The multiply connectedgraph between e and t is broken into parts at places where all parallel paths run throughone single node (called a knot). Multiply connected segments of the graph between knotsare explained using a heuristic technique that selects as the next node for explanation theone that is a member of the highest number of active trails.5 ConclusionWe have presented several methods for automatic generation of qualitative verbal expla-nations in systems based on Bayesian belief networks. We have shown simple techniquesfor explaining the structure of a belief network model and the interactions among its vari-ables. We also presented a technique for generating qualitative explanations of reasoning.Bayesian belief networks o�er several advantages for building user interfaces and, inparticular, automatic generation of explanation of reasoning. Their structural propertiesmake it possible to encode and to refer to the causal structure of the domain. Conceptssuch as relevance and conicting evidence have in probabilistic representations a natu-ral, formally sound meaning. Availability of the numerical speci�cation of the modelallows us to study the model at di�erent levels of precision. The ability to derive lowerlevels of speci�cation and, therefore, changing the precision of the representation makesprobabilistic models suitable for both computation and explanation. In qualitative be-lief propagation-based explanations, we decreased the precision to signs and used theseto explain the signi�cance of evidence for the variables in question. Soundness of thereasoning procedure makes it easier to improve the system, as explanations based on aless precise abstraction of the model provide an approximate, but correct picture of themodel. Possible disagreement between the system and its user can always be reduced toa disagreement over the model. This di�ers from the approach taken by some alternativeschemes for reasoning under uncertainty, where simplicity of reasoning is often achievedby making simplifying, often arbitrary assumptions (such as independence assumptionsembedded in Dempster{Shafer theory and possibility theory) [25]. Ultimately, it is hardto determine in these schemes whether possibly counterintuitive or wrong advice is theresult of errors in the model or errors introduced by the reasoning algorithm.13
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